Long-term amnesia: a review and detailed illustrative case study.
Long-term amnesia is a slowly developing form of anterograde amnesia accompanied by retrograde amnesia of variable severity (Kapur, 1996; 1997) often associated with damage to the anterior temporal neocortex and epileptic seizures. The precise neural and functional deficits that underlie this condition are unknown. A patient, JL, who has this condition following a closed-head injury, is described in detail. Her injury caused bilateral anterior temporal neocortex damage that was more extensive on the left and right-sided damage to the perirhinal and orbitofrontal cortices. The hippocampus appeared to be intact bilaterally. Epilepsy developed within two years of JL's injury. Apart from her memory impairments, JL's cognitive functions, including high-level visual perception, attention, semantic memory and executive functions were well preserved. Her memory also seemed well preserved for at least 30 minutes following encoding. The one exception was the patient's relatively greater impairment at difficult visual recognition tests for which verbalization may not have been an effective strategy. This problem may have been caused by JL's right-sided perirhinal and orbitofrontal cortex damage. Her recall and recognition was clearly impaired after a three-week delay. She also showed a retrograde amnesia, which appeared to be milder than her remote post-morbid memory deficit. JL's remote memory was preserved for information first encountered in either the pre- or post-morbid period provided the information had received sufficient rehearsal over long periods of time. Her long-term amnesia may have been caused by anterior temporal neocortex damage, possibly in association with her epileptic seizures. Whether the condition is heterogeneous, involves a deficit in slow consolidation, disruption of unconsolidated memories, or blockage of maintenance or disruption of insufficiently rehearsed memories whether or not these have been slowly consolidated is discussed.